C(X) will stand for the set of all bounded continuous functions on X. If Z is any topological space, we shall denote by C(X, Z) the set of all continuous mappings of X into Z.
A topological space Y is an extension space of another space X if X is dense in Y. If T is an extension space of a topological space S, the trace filters of T are the filters ^~(t), te T -S, where .y~{t) is the filter on S given by {U f] S: U a neighbourhood of £ in T}.
Banaschewski [1] introduced the notion of a protective maximum in a set E of extensions of X; an extension Y in E is a protective maximum in E if for each Z in E there is a continuous function from Y onto Z which leaves X pointwise fixed.
A filter ,y r on a space X is called completely regular provided that it has a base ,<ζ@ of open sets such that for each B e :ζ&, there is a set B f c B in έW and a function / e MX) such that f(B') = 0 and / -1 on X -B. (ii) The Stone-Weierstrass theorem holds for X'. 
as a dense subset and each element of F(X) has an extension to F{Y). Then there exists a one-to-one function geC(X', Y) such that g(X r ) = Y and g is identity on X. In short, X' is a projective maximum in the class of completely Hausdorff-closed extensions Y of X with the property that any element in F(X) admits an extension to F{Y).
Proof. Proofs of (i) -(vi) are omitted as they are same as those given in Theorem 4 of [4] (page 540). We shall only give a proof for (vii). Let 7 be a completely Hausdorff-closed topological space containing X as a dense subset and such that every function in
for some G',Gej?~ with G'cG, one has /(G') = 0 and Let us put g = L Then 0 e C(X', Y) with <?(X' ) -Γ and g restricted to X equals i, the identity map on X. Proof. We first note that if JF" is a nonconvergent maximal completely regular filter on X, f{J?~) is a nonconvergent maximal completely regular filter on X. Then the proof follows by a reasoning similar to one presented in the proof of Theorem l(vii) where i is replaced by/.
REMARKS.
The completely Hausdorff-completion X' of X in Theorem 1 is essentially unique, i.e., if T is any completely Hausdorff closed extension of X and T satisfies the properties of Theorem 1 then X' and T are homeomorphic. For there exists g e C(X', T) such that g{X f ) -T and g is identity on X. Also, there exists h e C(T, X') such that h(T) -X' and h is identity on X. Therefore by the following result { [3] , page 5} we can assert that X' and T are homeomorphic.
Result. Let X be dense in each of the Hausdorff spaces S and T. If the identity mapping on X has continuous extensions s from S into T, and t from T into S, then s is a homeomorphism onto, and s" 1 = t. One can raise the following two questions regarding Theorem 1: (a) Is a Y satisfying the condition (vii) of Theorem 1 homeomorphic to X'? (b) Is X' a one-to-one continuous image of such YΊ We shall answer both the questions in the negative. Let N denote the set of natural numbers with discrete topology. On N any free maximal completely regular filter is nothing but a free ultraίilter. Thus β N -NU^/f where Λ? is the set of all free ultrafilters on N. The topology by which β N is the Stone-Cech compactification of N will be called Stone-Cech topology (S -C topology) for β N. Its open sets are generated by {V: V open in N} where V -V U {^" e ,/: Ve ^r}. But, according to our definition, βN endowed with the Kate to v topology is the completely Hausdorff-completion of N and in this topology ^y// = β N -JV is a closed, discrete infinite subspace of β N and, thus, cannot be compact. While in the S -C topology of β N, is closed, no doubt, and hence compact. Clearly, the S -C topology is strictly weaker than the Katetov topology. As S -C topology of β N is compact, no continuous map from β N with S -C topology onto β N with Katetov topology can exist. So homeomorphism is ruled out. But the Stone-Cech compactification β N satisfies all the conditions enjoyed by a Y in Theorem l(vii).
